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Abstract

With the explosive growth of demand for services on the Internet, the networking

infrastructure (routers, protocols, servers) is under considerable stress. Mechanisms

are needed for current and future IP services to scale in a client-transparent way.

We present HydraNet, an infrastructure that allows to dynamically distribute IP

services by placing service agents (caching agents, mirrors, replicas) that are under

the server's control at strategic points in the internetwork. HydraNet is based on

replicating transport-level service access points (TSAPs) for transparent distribution

or replication of IP services. Measurements on a local testbed show that the overhead

of our scheme is small. TSAP replication is widely applicable. We use HydraNet to

implement active Web caching and highly fault-tolerant servers. Similarly, it can be

used to implement application gateways, for example intelligent multicast reectors for

media-on-demand.
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1 Introduction

The rapid di�usion of the Internet and the explosive increase of the Web's popularity

have contributed to an astounding growth in the volume of tra�c on the Internet.

The consequence has been a massive increase in the load on both the networking

infrastructure (links, routers, protocols) and the server hosts. Hence the need to design

and implement a network infrastructure that is able to di�use extreme load conditions

has become increasingly important.

In the domain of Web scaling, for example, caching (typically client-based or proxy-

based ) is widely seen as the solution to handle the exploding user demands. A large

infrastructure for Web caching has been put in place [20, 5, 15]. Although client-based

and proxy-based caching greatly help in reducing congestion due to Web tra�c in

general, a variety of factors undercut their e�ectiveness: First, not all data is cacheable.

Some data may be refreshed at a high rate, which greatly reduces the bene�ts of

caching. Second, caching takes away control. A number of sites are reluctant to have

their data cached, for a variety of reasons. By bypassing the caching mechanisms,

such sites become e�ectively "cache breakers" [16]. The recent severe and widely

publicized congestion of NorthWestNet by the release of Microsoft's Internet Explorer

3.0 happened in this way. The practice of circumventing the caching mechanisms

puts enough strain on Internet service providers (ISPs) that some have resorted to

ignoring the expiration information from a number of sites. Third, mirroring makes

caching expensive. Mirrored data is not easily detectable as such by cache systems,

and greatly increases the space requirement on caches for them to be e�ective.

To overcome some of these limitations, a number of push-based methods have been

proposed, which give more control to servers about what is being cached [4, 19]. In

these schemes, servers push data to the caches, e�ectively eliminating the problems of

cache consistency and the need for mirroring.

With the Internet connectivity becoming truly global, however, new large-scale

services, beyond the Web, must be expected. Some of these service will be transaction

oriented, for which caching is largely ine�ective.

In order to support the scaling of the Web and of next-generation IP services, an

infrastructure is needed that allows the servers to di�use load and break up hot spots by
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dynamically placing appropriately programmed components onto strategically placed

nodes in the internetwork, typically "near" large client populations. Such components

could be caching agents, mirrors, entire replica of servers, or others, and would run

under the server's control. Such a scheme should be able to support current and future

IP services, and not rely on a service-speci�c infrastructure (such as Squid [20] for the

Web). In addition, this scheme should remain invisible for the clients.

In this paper, we describe an infrastructure that allows to dynamically replicate

IP services to have them adapt to the existing network and server load and service

demand. This is accomplished by replicating transport-level service access points (in

our case TCP and UDP ports) across multiple locations in an internetwork. This allows

multiple components (for example multiple active caches or full replica) of the same

distributed server to bind to the network at di�erent locations with as many copies of

the same replicated transport-level service access point. The server appears monolithic

to the clients, with a single service access point.

In order to evaluate the bene�ts of this approach, we implemented HydraNet, a

service distribution infrastructure for IP, which we have deployed on a local testbed.

HydraNet consists of two components: host servers and redirectors. Host servers are

hosts that act as servers-of-servers. They can host IP services, each of which may be

known to the outside world under a di�erent IP address. Typically, such services are

replica of the service running on the origin host. They can also be scaled-down versions

of the service (for example active caches) that run as agents of the server on the origin

host. The location of the host servers is known to the redirectors, specially equipped

routers that maintain information about the host servers and the services installed on

them. Redirectors detect requests for replicated services, and redirect the request to

the \nearest" available host server with a replica running.

An appropriate protocol allows to dynamically install services or remove them,

depending on the load in the network and on the servers. This protocol helps servers,

redirectors, and host servers collaborate to bring the services "near" to the clients by

conveniently installing replica agents on the right host servers. By strategically placing

redirectors and host servers at centers with large client populations at the boundaries

of the Internet (for example at large ISPs), hot spots can be proactively di�used, and
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server and network load controlled, without excessively burdening the routers that now

act as redirectors.

In this paper, we present HydraNet, an infrastructure for dynamic service distri-

bution across an internetwork based on the replication of the transport level service-

access points. Section 2 dicusses traditional approaches for the replication of services

and of service access points. Section 3 describes the architecture of HydraNet, and

its realization on a local testbed. We present the results of a number of performance

measurements on HydraNet in Section 5. Section 7 presents the conclusions.

2 Related Work

A number of schemes have been proposed that address IP service replication and load

balancing of distributed servers.

DNS Based Approaches: The Internet naming server provides support for load

balancing by having a one-to-many mapping from hostnames to IP addresses [6]. Early

on, a round-robin DNS was used with success for the NCSA Web server [13]. Replicat-

ing services using naming mechanisms has a number of disadvantages. First, caching

at clients must be kept limited in order to take the most advantage of the round-robin

e�ect. This puts substantial load on the name servers. Second, the replication hap-

pens at hostname level, which makes the selective replication of servers awkward. At

the least, services that are replicated di�erently from each other would require di�er-

ent host names. Third, transparent recon�guration after a host failure would not be

possible. Clients typically do not resort to repeated name resolution when a server is

not reachable. DNS based approaches to recover from host failures work rather well

for the Web because URLs mostly contain host names and HTTP requests are largely

idempotent.

Intelligent Clients: A simple solution for service scaling is to have the clients know

about the protocol used for service replication. When a new service is deployed, the load

balancing protocol can be hard-wired into the client programs. A well-known example

is the Netscape browser, which detects requests to the netscape.com server and maps
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them to requests to a range of servers (www1.netscape.com to www32.netscape.com).

Similar approaches can be taken for clients of other services. A more general approach

is to download client programs from the server site in form of applets and to equip

them with the appropriate protocol for load balancing and the contingency plans for

server failures. Such an approach is taken in [24]. For many applications, in particular

data dissemination, intelligent clients alone are of little bene�t. We described earlier

the problems caused to Web caches by Netscape's hidden mirroring. This is an exam-

ple where intelligent clients may actually undermine network-wide e�orts for service

scaling.

Protocol-Speci�c Replication: Cisco's DistributedDirector uses a HTTP spe-

ci�c protocol to redirect requests to other servers [8]. It forces the request redirection

by issuing a HTTP \302 Temporarily Moved" status code to the client, along with the

URL for the \best" server. A similar approach is used in the SWEB project [1] for

clusters of servers. This approach is highly application speci�c.

Locally Distributed IP Addresses: A number of schemes, mostly based on

variations of network address translation (NAT) [11], have been proposed that have a

cluster of servers be visible under the same IP address. Typically, the server-side router

makes one IP address visible and routes incoming requests to one of the several servers

in the cluster. The di�erent approaches di�er in the details of the translation: While

Cisco's LocalDirector [7] and the Magicrouter [2, 22] adhere rather strictly to NAT

and have the router perform all the translations, IBM's TCP Router [3] allows reply

packets from the cluster to be returned directly to the clients. NAT and similar schemes

modify the source and destination IP addresses in the packet header. Some higher-level

protocols and applications that use IP addresses in the application (for example ICMP

or FTP) may not work correctly without appropriate { application-speci�c { patches

of NAT [11].

A di�erent approach is used in One-IP [9], where incoming requests are processed

by a dispatcher, which forwards them to the cluster nodes. The cluster nodes use

the ifconfig alias option to attach two IP addresses to the network interface. The

primary address uniquely identi�es the node in the cluster and is used by the dispatcher
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to forward requests from clients. The secondary address is shared among all cluster

nodes, and is the cluster address, which is visible to the clients.

All these schemes are limited to localized clusters of servers, typically on the same

subnet. To allow for multiple routers [10], or for clusters that are distributed over

multiple domains [8], these approaches resort to a combination with round-robin DNS,

which we described above.

3 HydraNet: Architecture for IP Service Repli-

cation

An architecture for service replication must be able to selectively and dynamically

replicate IP services (not hosts) fully transparently to the clients. It must be com-

pletely application independent, making it a solution for current and next-generation

services. In addition, it should be easy to incrementally shoe-horn into the existing IP

infrastructure (similar to the MBONE).

With these requirements in mind, we designed and implemented HydraNet, an

infrastructure for service scaling on IP. HydraNet replicates services by globally repli-

cating IP addresses. A service is replicated by installing agents on one or more host

servers and have them bind to the same set of TCP or UDP ports as the service on

the origin host. Redirectors ensure that the agents on the host servers are accessible

under the same IP address as the origin host. When a redirector receives an IP packet

destined to a replicated service, it determines the location of the \nearest" replica of

the service, which is identi�ed by the pair of IP address and port number. If the des-

tination of the packet does not appear to the redirector as a service with replica, the

packet is simply forwarded to its destination. This allows to dynamically, and trans-

parently, install agents of server programs at strategic locations (for example \near"

large client populations) and to proactively di�use load by appropriately translating

and consolidating client requests.

We borrow the general idea for the support of replicated services from Mobile IP

[18]. In the proposed Mobile IP protocol, the home agent of the mobile node forwards

incoming packets to the roaming mobile node by tunnelling them to its current foreign
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agent, which then passes them to the mobile node. We can think of the processes

running replicated services being software equivalents of mobile hosts, and the host

servers being the equivalent of foreign agents. In addition to the di�erences between

host servers and foreign agents, the two main points of di�erence are (1) that multiple

copies of the replicated servers can be active simultaneously, while only one copy of

the mobile node exists at any point in time; (2) the redirectors can be thought of as a

distributed version of the home agent.

IP-Redirectors. The location of the host servers is known to the redirectors, which

are specially equipped routers. They maintain information about host servers and the

services currently installed on them. Each redirector maintains a redirector table, which

lists the transport-level service access points (in our case pairs of IP addresses and port

numbers) for which packets must be redirected, and the host server to which the packets

must go.

When a redirector receives an IP packet, it checks the destination IP address and

port in the header against the entries in the redirector table. If it �nds a match, it

forwards the packet to the appropriate server host. If there is no match, the packet

is simply forwarded to the origin host. A packet is redirected to the appropriate host

server by tunnelling it using IP-in-IP encapsulation. The host server is equipped to

detect tunnelled packets and to forward them internally to the service 1.

Host Servers. Replicas of server processes are dynamically installed on or removed

from host servers, which are specially equipped hosts that act as servers-of-servers.

Before a service replica is installed on a host server, a copy of the origin host's

environment is established for the server process to run. We say that a virtual host

is installed on the host server. The protocol software on the host server is informed

about the new virtual host. When packet destined to a virtual host is received by the

host server, its destination IP address and port number are compared against currently

installed virtual hosts and the ports applications are bound to. If a match is found,

1
An alternative may be to use Network Address Tranlation (NAT) [11], which does not carry the overhead

of the encapsulation header. Unfortunately, the use of NAT quickly uses up subnetworks and generally

complicates system management.
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Figure 1: Replicating a Web Server

the data is deposited at the appropriate socket bu�er.

The exibility of this approach is illustrated in Figure 1. We observe from the �gure

that Host 128.142.222.80 is a host server. The Web service (realized by the httpd

daemon) on Host 192.20.225.20 is replicated on the host server where it is realized

by the a httpd agent daemon. Whenever the process on the host server binds to a

TCP or UDP port, the host server and the redirectors are informed, and the redirector

tables updated. The HTTP requests from Client A are routed to the origin host. The

same requests from Client B are intercepted by Redirector R, which happens to be

on their route, and which was informed earlier that the nearest Web port for host

192.20.225.20 is located on host server 128.142.222.80. The requests are routed

accordingly. Client B's requests for the telnet service are not rerouted by R, but are

forwarded to the origin host; Redirector R does not have an entry for the telnet port

of host 192.20.225.20. We note that neither the clients nor the non-participating

servers are a�ected by this scheme.
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4 Implementation

We realized HydraNet as a set of simple modi�cations to the process management

and the IP protocol stack in FreeBSD. In this section we describe the most important

aspects of the design, both on the host server and on the IP redirector.

4.0.1 Host Server

On the host server, we provide mechanisms for installation of virtual hosts, which run

the replicated IP services, and for processing and demultiplexing of packets to the

virtual hosts.

Installation of Virtual Hosts. A replicated service runs as a server program in

a virtual host on the host server. Virtual hosts are identi�ed by the IP address of their

origin host, and are associated each with a process running on the host server. The

kernel of the host server maintains a virtual-host-table, which contains information

about the virtual hosts currently located on the host server. A new virtual host is

created by the system call

int v_host(u_long ip_address);

which associates the currently running process with the given IP address. Whenever

the process (or any of its descendents) thus associated to an IP address binds a socket

to a port, the port belongs to the virtual host associated with the process. Whenever

a socket is created, the kernel checks against the virtual-host table to see whether

the socket belongs to a virtual host and marks the socket's protocol control block

appropriately. A routing protocol is in place to inform the redirectors about the newly

created port on the host server.

Decapasulation and Transport-Level Demultiplexing. As mentioned ear-

lier, datagrams are redirected to virtual hosts by tunnelling them to the host server.

This is achieved by encapsulating the datagram using IP-in-IP encapsulation. Data-

grams with encapsulated payload are marked as such in the protocol identi�er of their

IP header. Typically, the IP-level demultiplexer feeds the incomming datagrams intor
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     ipintr
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input packets ether_input

virtualip_input   tcp_input

Figure 2: Datagram Decapsulation on Host Server.

the appropriate transport protocol stack according to this protocol identi�er. Figure 2

shows how decapsulation can be easily realized by adding a pseudo protocol stack for

datagrams that are marked as IP-in-IP encapsulations. In our case, this stack consists

of a simple function virtual input(), which strips the datagram of the encapsulation

header and puts the remaining part back into the IP input queue. The IP header of

the decapsulated packet now has the address and port of the virtual host installed.

When the datagram is processed again by the transport demultiplexer, it is passed to

the appropriate transport level protocol, which makes the data available at the correct

socket bu�er.

4.0.2 Redirector

The redirectors are routers that keep track of the location of host servers and of the

virtual hosts installed on them. For this purpose, they maintain a redirector table,

which is used to detect incoming datagrams that need to be redirected to a host server.

The redirector table contains the IP address of the origin host and the port number for

the replicated service, and the IP address to the host server to which the datagrams

must be forwarded. Whenever a datagram matches a pair of destination IP address

and port number in the redirector table, it is encapsulated and tunnelled to the host

server.
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The redirector tables are maintained on the redirectors by HydraNet routing dea-

mons (hnrouted), which are patterned along the traditional IP routing daemons: The

communication among redirectors and between redirectors and host servers happens

via well-known UDP ports; each routing daemon accesses and modi�es the redirector

table in the kernel of the local redirector via routing sockets.

If a datagram needs to be redirected, this is detected when the datagram goes

through the IP-level processing (ip output()) before it goes out to the interface. If an

entry is located in the redirector table, an encapsulation header with the host server's

IP address is wrapped around the datagram before it is passed to appropriate interface.

This interface can be the local loopback, which means that the same mechanism can

be used to redirect datagrams within the host server.

5 Measurements

We measured the performance impact of our BSD implementation of HydraNet on

a small testbed, which, for measurement purposes, consists of two Pentium/120 PCs

and one 486/33 SX PC.

We did �rst measurements with ttcp to determine the overhead in redirectors and

host servers. In our testbed, the 486/33 SX PC is su�ciently slow that it acts as a

bottleneck. By swapping the hosts in the con�guration, we could have the redirector

be the bottleneck, or the receiving host server. We compared the sustained bandwidth

of TCP for the following three series of measurements. (For the measurements, we

turned o� bu�ering of small datagrams at the TCP sender, preventing it from batching

multiple small datagrams into a datagram of MTU size.)

� Clean: All machines run unmodi�ed system software. No redirection happens and

no services are replicated. These measurements act as baseline for performance

comparison.

� To real host: The routers and the receivers run modi�ed system software. There

is no redirection, however; the packets are sent to a port on the host server's IP

address. This series of experiments measures the amount of overhead in case of

no redirections.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Protocol Overhead

� To virtual host: Con�guration is same as above. The packets, however, are

destined to a port on a non-existent host with a replica running on the host

server. This line of experiments illustrates the penalties caused by tunnelling in

the redirector, and of lookup, decapsulation, and additional demultiplexing at the

host server.

The above comparisons were made for two con�gurations of the testbed. In a �rst

set of experiments, the 486/33 SX PC was con�gured as the redirector, which made

the redirector be the bottleneck. Figure 3a illustrates the performance. The results

indicate that the overhead on the router/redirector is negligible. We can see a small

penalty for redirection when the packet size is close to MTU size (1500 Byte) or slightly

larger. This is due to the additional datagram fragmentation that is needed in these

cases to add the encapsulation header. For example, a TCP message of 1600 Byte

is fragmented at the sender into two datagrams, one of MTU size, which is typically

1500 Byte including TCP and IP header, and one with the rest. When the �rst

datagram reaches a redirector, the latter cannot accomodate the encapsulation header

within the datagram size limits. It therefore must further fragment the datagram,

which causes overhead in form of additional computational overhead at the router and

bandwidth overhead on the links. This problem is pervasive with all approaches based

on encapsulation.

In the second set of experiments, the 486/33 SX PC is con�gured as the host server,
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which makes the host server be the bottleneck. Figure 3b illustrates the performance.

We notice a signi�cant drop in sustained bandwidth for the case of redirection. In-

terestingly enough, the �xed per-packet processing overhead seems to be negligible, as

the results for small packets show. This indicates that the overhead must be caused by

excessive copying of the contents of datagrams as they are processed by the host server.

We are optimistic that these data copies can be eliminated, with a bene�cial e�ect on

the performance. In addition, the host server in these experiments was severely over-

loaded. Running replicated services on severely anemic servers would be a bad choice,

independent of the replication scheme used.

Separate measurements of TCP connection-setup latency indicate that connection

setups to replicated TCP ports on host servers take only marginally longer (less than

0.1msec) than to traditional ports.

6 Building Applications on HydraNet

From an application perspective, HydraNet allows processes to execute remotely

while keeping their \home IP address". This is conceptually very simple, but extremely

versatile. We have developped a protocol that allows servers to dynamically install

agents on host servers, and remove them when they are no longer needed. We are

currently developing a suite of applications, which illustrates the wide variety of bene�ts

that can be gained from network support for service replication.

Active Web Caching: We are currently developing a distributed Web server with

a traditional server on the origin host and active caches on host servers. Active caches

provide the means to eliminate most of the problems encountered in Web caching:

1. Servers can dynamically install active caches and push data to make them hot

in order to proactively di�use expected ash crowds. While the caches remain

installed, the servers can keep them hot by pushing modi�ed or soon-to-expire

data.

2. The active caches run under the control of the origin's site. This means that

access control, hit metering, and dynamic page recon�guration (for example for
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dynamic placement of advertising banners) is done in behalf of and under the

control of the original site.

3. Similarly, copyright issues for cached data are eliminated, because the site controls

the placement of its data.

4. The management of cache sites is simpli�ed, because they are under centralized

control of the original site. The con�guration of distributed Web caches is a

serious problem. As an example, [25] describes how fourteen separate Australian

SQUID sites link themselves directly onto the cache tree in the U.S. Each page

is fetched across the Paci�c separately by each of the fourteen sites.

5. The generation of dynamically computed pages can be done at the cache sites.

6. Explicit mirroring is eliminated.

7. Given the above points, this solution can be used for cache breakers, notoriously

problematic Web sites, and so dramatically improve the performance of already

deployed passive Web cache infrastructures.

In addition, active caches on the host servers can take over control in the case of

failure or excessive congestion of the origin host, e�ectively providing a highly fault-

tolerant Web service.

IntelligentMulticast Reectors: Traditional multicast technology (for example

the MBONE) is very e�ective in reducing the load on the server and the links for

dissemination applications. It has two disadvantages, however. First, a multicast-

capable infrastructure may be di�cult to deploy. Second, clients are required to operate

in synch with the data stream. For sophisticated media-on-demand applications, the

latter is very limiting. For example, \pause" or \fast-forward" operations at the client

require the establishment of separate multicast connections, which unduly burdens

the server. The installation of intelligent reectors on host servers makes it easy to

implement an application-level multicast infrastructure over unicast. Since bu�ers can

be allocated at application level, the synchronization requirements for clients become

much less strict. This means that clients can for example pause the media display;

when they resume, the data may still be bu�ered in the reector to which the client
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is connected. If not, the client may be reconnected to reectors up the multicast tree,

until a reector is found that has the data bu�ered. If the client has paused su�ciently

long, it may be successively handed up the multicast tree until it is reconnected to

the server on the origin host. We are currently implementing an intelligent reector

program for RTP data streams.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have identi�ed a number of problems with scaling of very-large services.

We described how many of these problems can be eliminated with appropriate network

support. In particular, the ability to dynamically install replicas of the transport

service access points in strategically placed locations, for example \near" large client

populations, greatly increases the capability of the network to balance the load on

the servers and to proactively di�use ash crowds to a service. We have implemented

the conectpe of TSAP replication in HydraNet, an extension to the BSD process

management and IP stack software, which allows to dynamically install agent programs

on host servers and have redirector routers load balance the servers by appropriately

directing requests to either the origin host or to locations of replicas.

The versatility of replicating TSAPs extends far beyond what we described in Sec-

tion 6. For example, transparent replication of services is an alternative to the use of

multicast approaches for realizing fault-tolerant servers. In the context of CORBA, for

example, current e�orts to provide reliable ORB technology (e.g. [14]) rely mostly on

multicast capabilities at protocol level, and typically require clients to use these capa-

bilities as well. HydraNet would allow to replicate ORBs over several host servers.

When a particular ORB becomes inaccessible (because of network partitioning, conges-

tion, or host failure,) we rely on the recon�guration capability of routers and redirectors

to appropriately redirect requests to the remaining replicas of the ORB.

Similarly, an network support similar to HydraNet would simplify the transparent

migration of services across platforms. A migrating service can be installed on a host

server, and the origin host can be transparently decommisioned.

A number of issues need to be addressed further. First of all, we need to �nd

ways to guarantee safe execution to replicas. We envision host servers to be managed
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by a variety of operators: ISPs, network services, or third-party operators (\service

hosting for hire"). Host servers will therefore often be outside the control of the entity

controlling the origin host, but host services from potentially large numbers of di�erent

sources. Mechanisms must be in place that enforce safe coexistence of multiple third-

party processes on host servers. We plan to set up a transparent run-time environment

that provides a replicated server a \sandbox", the \size" of which is negotiated when

the replica is installed.

The fact that programs run \under your name" on multiple hosts across the Internet

poses serious security risks. Appropriate mechanisms must be in place in the host

servers (e.g. digital signatures of downloaded server replica code) and redirectors (e.g.

authentication of host servers) to prevent unauthorized execution of replica code wrong

identity.
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